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To stay well below a global temperature rise of 2 degrees,
we need to reduce greenhouse gas pollution from
industrial countries by at least 95% below 1990 levels by 2050.
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Economically efficient GHG reductions to
contribute to the levels of reductions that are
scientifically necessary to avoid dangerous
climate change. (source: Art. 1 of EU ETS Directive)
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What made Europe wake
up to the problem 2013

The ETS covers around 45% of the EU’s greenhouse gas emissions.
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Europe edges out
of recession

✔ To send a strong signal that the
EU remains committed to tackle
climate change and pursue a green
policy agenda.
✔ To maintain the EU’s credibility
and leadership in global climate
negotiations.
✔ To strengthen the carbon price signal
and restore confidence for clean
energy investment decisions.
✔ To boost investments in renewables
and energy savings, supported by
binding targets, which provide for new
jobs and additional health benefits.
✔ To shield the EU from increasing
fossil fuels costs in order to reduce
consumers’ energy bills.
✔ To accelerate the EU’s transition
away from fossil fuels and towards
sustainable alternatives, and ensure
that the EU doesn’t lock itself in
high emitting infrastructure.
✔ To accelerate innovation and improve
Europe’s competitiveness through
technological advances and
decreased fossil fuel imports.
✔ To increase Member States’
auctioning revenues that can be used
to mobilise investments in innovative
renewable technologies and energy
saving improvements.

ETS fix sees
boom in green
jobs after
Parliament puts
the right price
on pollution

✔ To ensure that the EU ETS delivers
on its policy objective to accelerate
a low-carbon transition and guarantee
cost-efficient emission reductions
that are “scientifically necessary to
avoid dangerous climate change”.
✔ To guarantee that the EU will meet

© Istockphoto / Pedro Castellano

boom, combined with a decreased

targets that included binding renewable

dependence on fossil fuel imports, has

and energy saving objectives, investors

helped push the EU’s troubled economy

finally had the certainty they needed.

out of recession and back towards health.

This favourable climate resulted in a

The success of reform measures has also

blossoming of investments into renewable

ensured that Member States will not put in

and energy saving technologies in Europe.

place measures to regulate carbon at the

These sectors, once struggling, are now

national level. The revived ETS has helped

worth more than €100 bln to the European

avert the risks of distorting the internal

economy and employ more than 1 million

EU market and fragmenting climate and

people.

energy policies.

World’s carbon markets look
to the EU ETS once again

Brussels, 3 July 2014 - Thanks to

Green investments tripled
in EU since 2013

a healthy Emissions Trading System

Green investments in the EU have soared

market, which is now officially linked

(ETS), green jobs are booming in Europe

since European Parliament voted to save

with Australia’s emerging market. This

once again. One year ago, European

the EU ETS by approving the backloading

cooperation was on rocky ground last year.

Parliament’s approval of the “backloading”
amendment – a temporary fix for the

the objective to cut greenhouse gas
emissions by at least 95% by 2050

EU’s ailing carbon market – paved the way

in a cost efficient manner.

structural reforms of the flagship climate

for the Commission to propose deeper
policy instrument, quickly followed by the
post-2020 climate and energy package
proposal including renewable and energy

‘The ETS is
flourishing,
stimulating
the creation of
thousands of
green jobs.’

The EU has the world’s largest carbon

amendment.

After the first backloading vote failed,

Removing the

Australian Shadow Minister for Climate

glut of pollution

Action said, “The European system to

permits from the

which the government has tied Australia’s

market helped

electricity prices is now deeply unstable.”

the price of

Australia’s reconfirmed admiration for the

carbon reverse

EU ETS has reinvigorated EU negotiations

its downward

with South Korea and China, which had

saving targets. These days the ETS is

trend. Combined with permanent

been hesitating about building their carbon

flourishing, stimulating the creation of

cancellation of all backloaded permits

markets around Europe’s leading example.

thousands of green jobs. This employment

and ambitious post-2020 EU climate

The Emissions Trading System is swamped with permits
How does emissions trading work?

IN
Greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions are limited by imposing a “cap” and are allocated in the form of
COOPERATION
WITH
tradable
pollution permits (allowances). Those who pollute the atmosphere with GHG emissions
must obtain the
INallowances to do so (one tonne of CO2 equals one allowance).
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The industry that cried wolf
Thanks to favorable
policies and
measures, green
projects like this
passive building
in Manchester are
no longer simply
prestige projects.

How does emissions trading work?

COOPERATION
Greenhouse
gas (GHG) emissions are limited by imposing a “cap” and are allocated in the form of
WITH
tradable pollution permits (allowances). Those who pollute the atmosphere with GHG emissions
must obtain the allowances to do so (one tonne of CO2 equals one allowance).
Since 2009 there has been an oversupply of allowances. Why? Due to the financial downturn
production has fallen. In addition to this, the market has been flooded with questionable,
international offset credits (CDM/JI: Clean Development Mechanism/Joint Implementation).
This oversupply has led to a collapse in the price of tradable allowances.
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Surplus of allowances since 2009
What
made Europe wake up to the problem 2013
The
Emissions Trading System is swamped with permits
Surplus of allowances since 2009
The Emissions Trading System is swamped with permits
How does emissions trading work?

must obtain the allowances to do so (one tonne of CO2 equals one allowance).

Greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions are limited by imposing a “cap” and are allocated in the form of
tradable pollution permits (allowances). Those who pollute the atmosphere with GHG emissions
must obtain the allowances to do so (one tonne of CO2 equals one allowance).

Surplus of allowances since 2009

Offsets

Since 2009 there has been an oversupply of allowances. Why? Due to the financial downturn
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Despite BusinessEurope’s
scaremongering, ambitious
climate policies improved
Europe’s competitiveness
approval of the ETS backloading

industries, like steel and paper producers,
were allowed 100% free allocation on

amendment, a new report from the

the basis of benchmarks.”

One year after the European Parliament’s

European Commission has shown
that Europe continues to be a globally

Commenting on the Commission’s report

competitive actor and leader in clean

RealBusinessEurope added, “Thanks

jobs creation.

to the smart integration of binding
renewable and energy saving objectives

Mr Magnus K. Beyerr, the Director General

into the carbon market, business and

of recently founded RealBusinessEurope,

industry now has a real incentive to

responded at a business-led energy

invest in these technologies, showing that

debate, “Despite what old-fashioned

Europe’s carbon market is really starting

industries stated last year, the ETS

to function in a way that promotes change

has become a strong incentive for our

without penalizing production.”

members to increase energy efficiency

‘We were
pleased to see
that energy
prices didn’t
rise after
ETS reform.’

and reduce their

“We were also pleased to see that energy

overall costs.”

prices didn’t rise after ETS reform,”
Beyerr added. “Some of our colleagues

From
Deathbed
to the
Comeback
Trail
Emergency backloading
measure paved the
way for a healthy ETS
One year ago, members of the

2050.

surgery”, a Commission official told
Future Times. “Backloading paved the
way for structural reforms of the carbon
market, which in turn created the space
for EU leaders to agree on an ambitious
post-2020 climate and energy package,
including binding renewable and energy
saving objectives.”
Before backloading and deeper reforms

European Parliament threw a lifeline

were put into place, the EU ETS was not

to the crisis-hit EU carbon market and

functioning as envisaged, NGOs argued.

voted in favour of temporarily cutting

The scheme was neither contributing

the oversupply of emission allowances.
This first step in reform of the EU

in a cost-effective manner to the EU’s
climate objective of 80-95% emission

ETS, known as “backloading,” was

cuts by 2050, nor accelerating the

subsequently approved by Member

required low-carbon transition, failing

States and rapidly implemented. The

to meet its principal policy objectives.

success of backloading paved the way

Without the reforms, the European

for important structural measures to

Commission estimated that oversupply
of permits could have reached more

neither back-

Now everyone can see that their fears

loading nor the

weren’t justified.”

reform the ailing EU carbon market
and put the right price on pollution.

than 2 billion by 2020, more than the

affected the volume of free allocation to

RealBusinessEurope expressed hope

The structural measures included

annual emissions of all industries

which industrial sectors exposed to risk

that more companies would join its

permanent cancellation of excess

covered by the ETS.

of carbon leakage are entitled.

membership. “The revived ETS shows

in Brussels and in national capitals may

interests is way behind us – it’s a race

have panicked some companies not to

to the top from here and we are ready

invest in Europe. But it was always clear

to lead!”
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To stay well below a global temperature rise of 2 degrees,
we need to reduce greenhouse gas pollution from
industrial countries by at least 95% below 1990 levels by 2050.
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The ETS covers around 45% of the EU’s greenhouse gas emissions.

we have been extremely successful in

of climate protection versus economic
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The European

permanent cancellation of allowances
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In the bad old days,
you could buy me
for € 3.59 too!

Keep putting the right price
on pollution!
Amazingly, in 2013 a tonne of carbon was the same price as a hamburger.*
Thankfully, the backloading amendment and further reforms fixed the EU ETS
driving innovation, reducing emissions and creating a healthy economy & society.
Let’s keep innovating!

IN
IN
* Comparison based on the EU carbon price mid-March 2013, compared to average price
COOPERATION
for a Big Mac burger in the EU in 2012 (via the Big MacCOOPERATION
Index
published by the Economist)
WITH
WITH

